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In this paper I review shortly potentials obtained for SU(2), SU(3) and SU(4) static sources from fat-center-vortices
model. Results confirm the confinement of quarks in all three gauge groups. Proportionality of string tensions with
flux tube counting is better than Casimir scaling especially for SU(4).
1 Introduction
Today there is no doubt about the confinement of
quarks which claims that quarks are not free in the
nature and all we see are in color singlet states. In
other words the potential between quarks is linear
and increases with distance
V (r) = −
A
r
+Kr + c (1)
where the first term is Coulombic and K is the
coefficient of the linear part of the potential and
is called string tension. Many numerical calcula-
tions in SU(2), SU(3) and SU(4) for fundamental
and higher representations 1,2 confirm the confine-
ment of quarks in QCD. Also there are some phe-
nomenological models which explain the confinement
in terms of gauge field configurations included in-
stantons, merons, abelian monoploes and center vor-
tices. QCD vacuum is assumed to be constructed
from these gauge field configurations. In this pa-
per I review very shortly fat center vortices model
and take a look at the results obtained using this
model for SU(2) 3, SU(3) 4 and SU(4) 5. I discuss
about ”Casimir scaling” and flux tube counting, the
two possible candidates for explaining the behavior
of string tension of quarks in higher representations
at intermediate distances.
2 Fat-center Vortices model
The center vortex theory was introduced by t’Hooft
6 in the late 1970’s. The theory is able to explain
quark confinement by describing the interaction be-
tween a center vortex - which is indeed a topological
field configuration - and a Wilson loop. Potential be-
tween two quarks can be measured by studying the
Wilson loop at large T :
W (R, t) ≃ exp−V (R)T (2)
W (R, T ) is the Wilson loop as a function of R, the
spatial separation of quarks, and the propagation
time T , and V (R) is the gauge field energy associated
with the static quark-antiquark source. Briefly, the
vortex theory states that the area law falloff for large
T of Wilson loop is due to fluctuations in the number
of center vortices linking the loop. Potential between
adjoint quarks is zero at large distances. This is be-
cause adjoint quarks are screened by gluons at this
distance. Therefore center vortices do not have any
effect on the Wilson loop of higher representations.
But before the onset of screening there exists a region
where the potential between two sources is linear.
Fat center vortices introduced by Greensite et al. 3
has been able to predict this linearity of the poten-
tial for all representations. Based on this model the
vortex is thick enough such that its core somewhere
overlaps the perimeter of the Wilson loop. More de-
tails about this improved vortex theory can be found
in the paper of reference 3. Here I only introduce the
Wilson loop obtained from this model and discuss re-
sults for SU(2), SU(3) and SU(4) quarks.
The average Wilson loop is given by:
< W (C) >=
∏
x
{1−
N−1∑
n=1
fn(1−ReGr[~α
n
C(x)])}, (3)
x is the location of the center of the vortex and A is
the area of the loop C and Gr is:
Gr [~α] =
1
dr
Tr exp[i~α. ~H ]. (4)
where dr is the dimension of the representation and
{Hi, i = 1, 2, ..., N − 1} are generators of the group.
f is the probability that any given unit is pierced by
a vortex and depends on what fraction of the vortex
core is enclosed by the Wilson loop. It also depends
on the shape of the loop and the position of the cen-
ter of the vortex in the plane of loop C relative to
the perimeter. αR(x), the flux distribution of the
1
2vortex can be chosen in such a way that a good phys-
ical behavior for the potential is achieved. Examples
for SU(3) gauge group can be found in reference 4.
The physical flux distribution leads to confinement
of sources at intermediate distances and screening at
large distances for zero n-laity representations.
3 Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the potential versus distance for
SU(2) quarks in the fundamental and representations
with j = 1 and j = 32
3. As seen from the plot, at
large distances adjoint quarks are screened and po-
tential for quarks in the j = 32 representation gets
the same slop as that of the fundamental representa-
tion. This is because as the distance between quarks
increases a pair of quarks in the adjoint representa-
tion (gluon-antigluon) pops out of the vacuum and
makes a pair of gluon-antigluon with initial adjoint
quark-antiquark (gluon-antigluon) such that the ini-
tial sources are not able to see each other (screened)
and the force between them is zero. For quarks in
representation 32 the gluon-antigluon pair which is
created from the vacuum , interacts with the initial
sources and the result is a pair of quark-antiquark
in the fundamental representation. That is why the
slop of the potential changes to the slop of that of the
fundamental representation. This behavior is seen
for SU(3) 4 and SU(4) 5 sources as well. Figure 2
shows the potential versus R for representations 6, 8,
10, 15-symmetric, 15-antisymmetric and 27 in SU(3).
At large distances, the force between quarks of zero-
triality representations, 8, 10 and 27, is zero and for
non zero triality representations, 6, 15a and 15s, po-
tentials get parallel to that of the fundamental rep-
resentation. Also for SU(4), figure 3, quarks in rep-
resentations 15 and 35 are screened and non-zero 4-
ality representations, 6, 10 and 20, become parallel to
either representation 6 or 10. More details are avail-
able in reference 5. On the other hand at interme-
diate distances for all sources in all representations
for all three gauge groups, there exists a linear poten-
tial. The string tension which is the coefficient of the
linear term of the potential has an interesting prop-
erty. Numerical calculations 2 show that the string
tension is proportional to the quadratic operator of
the representation which is called Casimir scaling 7.
On the other hand it seems that the string tension is
also proportion to the number of fundamental tubes
embedded into the higher representation. This idea
is called flux tube counting 8. Our recent results es-
pecially for static sources in SU(4) agree better with
flux tube counting than Casimir scaling. Tables 1
and 2 show the results in SU(3) and SU(4), respec-
tively. In each table, the first row indicates the repre-
sentation. In the second row the number of original
quarks and anti-quarks, (n,m), anticipated in each
representation is shown. The ratio of Casimir scal-
ing of each representation to the fundamental repre-
sentation and the ratio of string tensions are given
in the third and fourth row, respectively. The last
row of each table indicates the number of fundamen-
tal fluxes exists in each representation. The agree-
ment between the ratio of string tensions with both
Casimir scaling and flux tube counting is qualitative
but as seen from tables this agreement is better with
flux tube counting than Casimir scaling, especially
for SU(4).
Table 1. This table shows Casimir numbers ratios, number of
flux tubes and string tensions ratios for SU(3) gauge group.
Compare to Casimir scaling , a better agreement between
string tensions and flux tube counting is observed, especially
for higher representations.
Repn. 3(fund.) 8 6 15a 10 27 15s
(n,m) (1, 0) (1, 1) (2, 0) (2, 1) (3, 0) (2, 2) (4, 0)
cr/cf 1 2.25 2.5 4 4.5 6. 7
fund. fluxes 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
kr/kf 1 2.02 2.21 3.1 3.4 3.8 5.6
Table 2. The same as Table 1 but for quarks in SU(4).
Repn. 4(fund.) 6 15(adj.) 10 20 35
(n,m) (1, 0) (2, 0) (1, 1) (2, 0) (3, 0) (4, 0)
cr/cf 1 1.33 2.13 2.4 4.2 6.4
fund. fluxes 1 2 2 2 3 4
kr/kf 1 1.51 1.56 1.76 2.31 2.66
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Figure 1. Interquark potential V(R) induced by center vortices for quarks in the j = 1
2
, 1, 3
2
representations.
5Figure 2. Potentials between static sources of SU(3). Zero triality representations , 8, 27 and 10 are screened at large distances
and others become parallel to that of the fundamental representation. At intermediate distances R ∈ [3, 5] , the quark potentials
are linear for all representations.
6Figure 3. Potentials of static SU(4) sources. At large distances, representations 15(adj) and 35 are screened; representation 20
gets the same slope as fundamental representation and representation 10 is paralleled to representation 6. String tensions at
intermediate distances are qualitatively in agreement with the number of fundamental flux tubes.
